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Series: Cognitive Studies in Literature and Performance
Reflects the latest research on the interaction between cognitive science and
Joyce studies
Offers new perspectives on established cognitive studies theories including
qualia, hypnagogia, and extended-mind theory
Engages with recent trajectories of utilizing cognitive theory within Modernist
studies
This collection is the first book-length study to re-evaluate all of James Joyce's major fictional
works through the lens of cognitive studies. Cognitive Joycepresents Joyce's relationship to the
scientific knowledge and practices of his time and examines his texts in light of contemporary
developments in cognitive and neuro-sciences. The chapters pursue a threefold investigation—
into the author's "extended mind" at work, into his characters' complex and at times
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pathological perceptive and mental processes, and into the elaborate responses the work elicits
as we perform the act of reading. This volume not only offers comprehensive overviews of the
oeuvre, but also detailed close-readings that unveil the linguistic focus of Joyce's drama of
cognition.
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